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Profit Blueprint from Selling 

Options on Expiration Day 
Numerous strategies exist to profit in trading stocks, options, ETFs and other instruments. 

Master Trader combines Technical Strategies (MTS) with option trading to teach investors and 

traders how to generate income and wealth in the markets. 

Our approach applies to any tradable instrument that be charted. That might sound odd to you 

because of all the marketing that revolves around specific courses focused on Forex, 

Commodities, Stocks or Equity Futures. The truth is that they allfollow the same foundational 

technical analysis concepts.  

 

Master Trader Technical Strategies (MTS) shows supply and demand imbalances through 

candlesticks and chart patterns, and we profit by trading around those high-probability setups.  

 

All of our trade recommendations are based on how bullish or bearish we are on the price 

patterns that we use on multiple time frames (MTF).We then choose either Income or 

Directional Strategies to best match our bias and trading time frame used. 

 

Sounds simple, doesn’t it? It is when you put the various parts of technical strategies and 

options strategies in a systematic process or plan to follow.Our seminars teach others how to 

do this for themselves and manage their own funds. 

 

 

Buying Versus Selling Options 

Buyers of call and put options pay money (premium) for the right to buy (call options) or sell 

(put options) the underlying on or before the expiration date at an agreed upon price (strike 

price).   

The maximum loss is the amount they paid for the option and allows them to speculate in the 

direction of the underlying at a much lower cost.They should profit if the underlying moves in 

the intended direction, but it is not guaranteed.  Let me explain. 

https://mastertrader.com/master-trader-technical-analysis-strategies-mts/
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Options are time depleting assets and decrease in value each day.  Thetais the Greek that 

measures the rate of decay based on time, and expires more rapidly into expiration.  Thus, 

option buyers can still lose money if the underlying moves in their favor, but not fast enough to 

compensate for the lossin time decay.  Because options are more expensive when volatilityis 

high, the value of the option will also change as volatility expands or contracts (measured by 

Vega). 

Option sellers receive money for the obligation to buy or sell the underlying within a specified 

time.  As options sellers, we take the other side of the option buyer’s speculation (bet) based 

on our interpretation of chart patterns.  

Our option income strategies are designed to take the buyers’ money – literally - and get “Paid” 

to determine price levels that will not be violated until Expiration!   

For the educated trader, trades are based on a systematic process; for the uneducated, the 

educated trader is awaiting to empty your pockets. 

The Master Trader Method (MTM) combines specific chart patterns - that we have used for 

decades -- and volatility analysis -- to sell short-term expiring options to generate income every 

week.  It’s a deadly accurate combination and strategy.    

Below are various pictures of bullish patterns that we would consider selling bull put credit 

spreads on depending on the overall pattern on MTF and the net credit received.  This strategy 

involves selling puts at a strike price at or below support and simultaneously buying further 

OTM puts to limit maximum defined loss and also reduce the capital required to maintain the 

position.  The difference in amounts is the “net credit” received and represents the spread 

seller’s maximum potential gain if the spread expires worthless. 
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OurWeekly Options Traderspecializes in selling options and credit spreadsaround compelling 

chart patterns like the above (bullish and bearish) which expire in 10 days or less.  It is designed 

to profit from the rapid time decay inherent in short-term expiring options.   

Some believe that the retail traders of short-term options have no edge because they have less 

predictability over the control of a specific outcome.  They provide research suggesting that it is 

best to sell options with an expiration of around 45 days and that selling short-term options 

provides no edge.  We disagree as you will soon learn and dismiss any research to the contrary 

since it is based on “mechanical trading” without reference to technical analysis.   

Because of the ease of the strategy and statistical “edge” that exists in selling options around 

compelling chart patterns, these trades are available in all market environments – trending, 

choppy, or even a volatile mess. 

It has been reported that over 85% of options expire worthless, particularly for the novice 

casino’s “gamblers” who buy cheap options hoping to make a quick buck. 

So, why not stack the odds of success on the side of the option seller, similar to the casino 

operator or insurance company?  
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Master Trader agrees with industry-respected trading psychologist Dr. Alexander Elder, author 

of Trading for a Living among others, who says “People buy Hope, so Price that Hope (and 

FEAR) and then SELL it to them (at inflated prices)!”   

This is why we love selling options – but use technical analysis (price pattern analysis) to give us 

the confidence that a short-term bottom or top is at hand.  When we are wrong, we either stop 

out or use other adjusting strategies to manage the position with the charts. 

At Master Trader, weteach how to intelligently buy options on directional trades by putting the 

odds in your favor, but sells options using charts to generate monthly income through time 

decay in any market environment because of the ease of finding and trading the setups. 

This article will show you why selling options on expiration day using our methodology is 

incredibly reliable and profitable.With the recent popularity of weekly options which expire 

every Friday, this sets up many trade opportunities. 

It allows you to generate income from selling options that expire in hours, profiting from rapid 

time decay for merely calling a top or bottom on a stock or ETF for the current trading day!   

Those novices who don’t believe in selling short-term options in fear of “gamma risk” (which 

measures directional risk) don’t believe in, or understand, technical analysis -- so of course 

gamma should be a concern to them!   

Options traders who do not believe in charts are ignoring the most reliable measure of 

direction – the trend of the underlying! MTS defines the trend and trend changes without all 

the esoteric analysis tools like trend lines, Fibonacci, Elliot Wave, Ichimoku Cloud or the 

countless others. 

Any trader who does not use technical analysis – which provides a directional bias -- will not 

know how to intelligently manage trades going against them. Most simply roll the losing 

position (i.e., close it and reinitiate it further out in time at the same or different strike prices) 

to postpone the loss, receive further credit for the roll because of the additional time premium, 

and “hope” they can make back their loss through time decay.   

However, without having a directional bias, that rolling strategy on stocks in strong trends will 

inevitably lead to closing the trade at close to maximum loss.  The MTM would dictate just 

closing the trade at a small loss if the pattern setup failed or using some other option adjusting 

strategy consistent with our bias of the stock at the time. 
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Option traders who just trade by the “Greeks” -- and are unable or unwilling to use technical 

analysis in their tradingbecause they think it is useless-- will find this information quite eye 

opening.  

Let’s look at an example using Tesla. 

 

With a gap to Major Resistance and immediate selling, under the 30-Min. low we shortedthe 

out-of-the-money (OTM) $360/375 Bear Call Credit Spread for $.59/share, with a stop loss over 

the day’s high.  The option expiredworthless into the afternoonlike a melting ice cube as the 

stock retraced.  This would be $590 profit on a 10-lot with a breakeven at $360.59/share. 

We make full profit if the stock expires within the breakeven point which is highly probable 

using charts.  We also make money from our directional bias in the chart,and fromany volatility 

contraction, allowing us to close the short option positions prior to expiration near full profit. 

Think of it this way.  If you were going to make a prediction as to where you will be the next few 

days, weeks, or months, which would be the most accurate? 

When selling optionsexpiring the same day, those unknowns are reduced exponentially! 
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Selling Expiring Options on Earnings, 

Gaps, News, and SPY 

We particularly love selling options -- with the charts as always -- when volatility is spiked 

because of news, earnings, selloffs, or other market/stock fear. 

 

This is because when volatility rises, option premiums rise.  Whether from a bearish selloff or a 

bullish climactic run higher, we get paid much more for the options that we sell. 

 

The SPDR S&P 500 ETF (SPY) has multiple expirations each week, giving us more profit potential 

to use this strategy throughout the week!One of our favorite patterns is when we get a bullish 

reversal on SPY after a multiple day selloff to support because premiums have been rising on 

the selloff.   

Here’s an example of SPY where it had 10 red candlesticks in a row -- and then it gapped up 

from an ugly close at the low, which was on support and the rising 200-day moving average. 
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Next, we simply wait for a compelling intra-day setup.  Notice on the 15-min. chart on the right 

that after its bullish gap up, it retraced and at the low closed with a bullish Bottoming Tail (BT), 

setting up a higher low.   

Over the BT’s high, we shorted theOTM $259/249 Bull Put Credit Spread for $.45/share that 

expired in a few hours.On a 10-lot, that would be $450 premium which would be full profit 

provided SPY closed above the short $259 strike, which it did.   

Here’s an example after AMZN’s huge earnings gap and bearish intra-day setup that expired 

worthless.We shorted theOTM Bear Call Credit Spread as shown for $1.10/share, which 

produced 12% return on capital (1.10/$8.90) for the days’ risk.  With the far OTM $1900 short 

strike, AMZN would have had to rally against us over $45 before hitting our breakeven! 
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Checklist for Selling Options/ 

Spreads on Expiration Day 

Here is what we do each option expiration day in the Master Trader Green Trading Room to 

look for these types of compelling setups.   It is typically on Friday for most options, but also 

have different days depending on the stock or ETF, plus multiple days each week on SPY. 

• Scan your own Universe + Gaps/News/Earnings/High Implied Volatility/Index ETFs. 

• If you get a compelling bullish setup, short OTM put options/spreads, stopunder 

support. 

• If you get a compelling bearish setup, short OTM call options/spreads, stopabove 

resistance. 

• Follow your Trading Plan for profit targets and trade management. 

• Close into Expiration if you want to avoid any assignment risk(which still could happen 

even if the stock expires OTM if the option holder gives the broker a timely exercise 

notice for whatever reason, such as favorable post-market news). 

• Be aware of extended trading hours beyond 4 pm ET where certain stocks and options 

are still trading. 
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Conclusion 

For those swing and day traders who use technical analysis to trade, selling options and spreads 

on expiration day using the Master Trader Method (MTM) can generate reliable consistent 

income.  In fact, some traders specialize in this strategy and only trade on expiration day.   

When you trade stock, you must be right on direction to profit.  In selling OTM options around 

compelling short-term turning points, you profit from the rapid decay of the option’s value into 

expiration in just a few hours – and the stock can still go against you somewhat to make full 

profit! 

Not combining technical analysis with option trading is like driving an automobile blindfolded.   

Similarly, being unwilling to sell short-term expiring options using the MTM out of fear of 

gamma (directional) risk naively eliminates huge opportunity from your option trading strategy 

toolbox.  Good trading! 
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